I dedicate this
to all the children
and to all those
who live with
the heart of a child.
Character Info

Songja-man

Originally a child of God, like True Father, is a prince of heaven that governs the spirit world and the physical world.
To make that idea easier to grasp, we express that idea as Songja-man riding on Song-yong.

Song-yong (Holy Dragon)

Angels exist to guide and assist original God’s children in the right direction. Songja-man can’t fly between the spirit world and the physical world, so we made Song-yong his means of transportation, but originally Song-yong has a role of an angle.
The Dark Emperor Darakoon

The being that Lucifer became after he fell is Satan. For this story he is named ‘Darakoon’.

Mini Demons

Evil spirits are beings who do evil deeds to humans. We express such beings as mini demons here.
That world was intended to become Heaven; a joyful place in which God's children and the creation would live for the sake of one another in happiness for all eternity.

God decided to send someone to planet earth who could help the children of the world realize that they were all His children, and give them the strength and courage to overcome unrighteousness.

However, because the dark emperor Darakoon and his minions were preventing the Kingdom to be made,

In the beginning, God created all things in the spirit world and the physical world for His Kingdom.
PROLOGUE
SONGJA-MAN HEADS TO PLANET EARTH
What could earth be like? I can't wait to see!
Look out world, here I come!
I bet they are really happy.

I wonder how the people are living. I can't wait to meet them.

I'm so excited.

Riding on Song-yong, Songja-man made his way to earth for the first time.

Just imagining it makes me think of the smell of flowers.

So beautiful the scene cannot be described with words...

Huh? What's that?

They must look something like this.
What are you talking about? Earth is God's nation where His children live.

I wouldn't go to the city if I were you. That's my master's dominion.

Planet earth is supposed to be a peaceful world where people don't hurt each other.
So what! I made a promise to God—

- that I will protect the children of earth

Emperor Darakoon is far more powerful than you are—you don’t stand a chance.

So what! I made a promise to God—

I’ll never back down!
I'll make you sorry for coming here... you'll see.

When you do a good deed on this planet,

Oh! Hello, God!!

When you gathered eight, I'll give you a wonderful reward

Huh?

Oh boy, I'm so happy

Let's go Song-yong!
So that's how they lie in wait to claim the hearts of the children.

Make the hearts of the humans our master's!

Heh Heh Heh Go my servants!

Look at all those mini demons flying across the sky!!

Where on earth are they heading to!? ZWOOM

I've got to stop them!!

If mankind chooses evil over good, God will be sad...

So that's where they're heading!
Wow

What an advanced city!
It must be really comfortable living here.

I wonder what kind of friends I'll be able to meet?

SILENCE...

...Umm, Hi there.

STARTLE

TURN

GLOOOOM

Something's not right!